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	Stores
	Catalogues
	


Catalogues


Do you want to know more about our products, models, technical characteristics and finishes? In our catalogues, you will find many ideas and information on our door and matching product collections.




Request paper catalogues
Be inspired by our catalogues
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	Videos
	


Videos


Corporate videos, international implementation of our projects, the latest door models: these are just some of the things you will find in our most dynamic section.




Watch all videos
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The soul of a brand
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Made Expo 2019
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Virtual Tour
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	Company
	


Company


Over 50 years of successes, a constantly-evolving company thanks to its projects and academy. A brand aiming at pushing Made-in-Italy products forward throughout the world, day by day.
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TRAINING
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Hotel & Contract
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	Contact us
	


Contact us


Need some info? Or want to suggest a partnership? Fill out the forms in our Contact Us page to reach us.




Go to the contact page





	


Llink



REQUEST CATALOGUE
INFO FOR PROFESSIONALS
GAROFOLI SUPPORT
BECOME A RESELLER
WORK WITH US
I AM A DOOR INSTALLER





	


Follow us


We like to share what we do and our passions. Follow us on social media, to see the latest news and our most exciting projects.






	


Social



Social
	GarofoliGroup
	GarofoliGroup
	garofoligroup
	garofoli-spa
	garofoli-group
	garofoligroup
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	DOORS
	


DOORS


The world of Garofoli and Gidea doors is a world of style and made-in-Italy quality. Features that you can find in our interior, flush, armoured and fire-resistant doors.




Discover all our doors





	


Types of doors



Interior doors
Flush-wall doors
Security doors
Fire proof doors
Custom doors





	


Materials



Wooden doors
Lacquered doors
Laminate doors
Glass doors
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	FILOMURO
	


FILOMURO


Discover the widest range of flush-to-wall products on the market. Minimal and elegant solutions to furnish your house with an astonishing Total Look.




DISCOVER FILOMURO SOLUTIONS





	


FLUSH-TO-WALL DOORS



DOORS FOR INTERIORS
SECURITY DOORS
FIRE DOORS
DIMENSIONS
MATERIALS
OPENINGS





	


OTHER FLUSH-TO-WALL PRODUCTS



WARDROBES
RECESS COVERS
SKIRTING
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	Door opening
	



Door opening



The type of door opening is essential to make the most out of your space and enhance the appearance of your home. In our range, you will find infinite hinged doors and many versions of sliding, folding and pivot doors.




Discover all types of opening





	


Types of opening



Hinged doors
Folding doors
Sliding doors
Pivot sliding doors
Pivot doors
Double leaf doors
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	Door collections
	


Door collections


What is your favourite style, Classic or Modern? With over 30 Garofoli and Gidea collections, you’ll surely find the classic and modern doors that best fit your home or the style of your project.




Discover all the collections





	


Modern



Filomuro
1000Colours
Avio
Bisystem
Climb
Gabilia
Gdesigner
G-Like
Io2023
Lammy Poema
Luxpoema
No-Limits
Pangea
Patio
Poema
Smart
Stilia
Xonda
Discover our modern doors





	


Classic



110 e lode
Arca
Classica
Dorè
Genia
Milia
Mirabilia
Miraquadra
Mirawood
Spenia
Sublimia
Xosia
Discover our classic doors
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	CLOSETS, PANELING, PARQUET
	


CLOSETS, PANELING, PARQUET


Matching the doors to your other furnishing elements could be your winning move. This is what our collections of closets and walk-in closets, floors and wooden panelling are for.






	



Closets



Dreamy walk-in closets and dressings to organize your space.
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Boiseries



Classic and modern wood panelling with different finishes.
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Parquet



For our two wooden floor collections, we use high quality oak wood obtained from sustainable forests.
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	Magazine
	


Magazine


News, trends, projects, advice from expert interior designers: our magazine is full of ideas for your doors and furniture.






	



#nostress renovation
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The world of doors
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Type the name of the product, collection or desired item


(ex: Miria, Poema, Ristrutturazione) 
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Play video 
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 Products  
	
 Doors  
	
Types of opening 


Doors: what are the main types of opening?

To each is own door!
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Download the guidebook 




















Hinged door


The traditional door, which is fixed to the opening on one side using hinges (which can be concealed or visible), and which turns to open. This door, with its easy, practical opening action, is usually cheaper than doors of other types.
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Hinged door


The traditional door, which is fixed to the opening on one side using hinges (which can be concealed or visible), and which turns to open. This door, with its easy, practical opening action, is usually cheaper than doors of other types.





















Interior sliding  door


A boxed subframe allows the door to slide into the wall. It is important to make sure that this latter does not contain any columns or flues. The interior sliding door guarantees the maximum results in terms of space saving.
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Interior sliding  door


A boxed subframe allows the door to slide into the wall. It is important to make sure that this latter does not contain any columns or flues. The interior sliding door guarantees the maximum results in terms of space saving.
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Exterior sliding door


Telescopic tracks or slide guides allow the door to slide parallel to the wall or – as in this solution – to a glass panel, overlapping it. It does not require any masonry for installation, and is also very decorative.
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Exterior sliding door


Telescopic tracks or slide guides allow the door to slide parallel to the wall or – as in this solution – to a glass panel, overlapping it. It does not require any masonry for installation, and is also very decorative.



















Pivot sliding door


The door turns on itself and swings fully open thanks to a pin. Sliding towards the side of the opening, it reduces overall size greatly compared to a hinged door: this in fact means a gain of 50% space.
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Pivot sliding door


The door turns on itself and swings fully open thanks to a pin. Sliding towards the side of the opening, it reduces overall size greatly compared to a hinged door: this in fact means a gain of 50% space.
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Folding door


The panel is cut into two moving sections that slide and pack together on one side. The sections can be symmetrical or asymmetrical (as in our Mix door). This type of door is perfect for those seeking a more compact version.
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Folding door


The panel is cut into two moving sections that slide and pack together on one side. The sections can be symmetrical or asymmetrical (as in our Mix door). This type of door is perfect for those seeking a more compact version.















Biverso flush-wall door


Thanks to our patent, the Biverso door can be opened by pushing or pulling. You can decide how and where to t it at the very last minute, with left or right opening, on any side of the wall, or inside the wall compartment. Since it is flush with the wall, it also guarantees complete integration into the wall and can also blend in seamlessly in the paintable version.
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Biverso flush-wall door


Thanks to our patent, the Biverso door can be opened by pushing or pulling. You can decide how and where to t it at the very last minute, with left or right opening, on any side of the wall, or inside the wall compartment. Since it is flush with the wall, it also guarantees complete integration into the wall and can also blend in seamlessly in the paintable version.
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Pivot door


The door is secured to a bracket allowing it to rotate around a pin. This is the model to choose when an absolute level surface is needed on both sides.
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Pivot door


The door is secured to a bracket allowing it to rotate around a pin. This is the model to choose when an absolute level surface is needed on both sides.
















In need of more info?






Are you on the hunt for ideas for your design or for more information about our products? Download our catalogues or contact one of our sales points to see the different collections in person.







 Find stores 





 Download catalogue
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Download our app: 
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Garofoli S.p.A.

Via Recanatese, 37 – 60022

Castelfidardo (AN) – IT

T. +39 071727171

F. +39 071780380

[email protected]







Gidea S.r.l.

Via Pigini, 59 – 60022

Castelfidardo (AN) – IT

T. +39 0717206830

F. +39 0717206838

[email protected]







Out of production
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Need more info?



Leave your email and receive advice from our interior design experts.
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Ho letto ed accetto la Privacy Policy *
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